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In-vivo characterization of soft tissues is a key step toward biomechanical simulation
and planning of intra-operative assisted surgery. To achieve this, aspiration method is
a standard technique: tissue is aspirated through a hole while measuring the pressure
and associated apex height. An inverse problem is then solved to identify the material
mechanical properties.

In the literature, the apex height is usually measured using a camera, which induces
design difficulties, in particular in regards on the required sterilization process for in-vivo
measurements.

In this paper, the idea is to replace the apex height optical measurement by the
measurement of the aspirated tissue volume. The proposed method enables to reduce the
system head to a simple tube: sterilizations becomes easy and the system is disposable
after use. The proposed system is thus the simplest, lightest and cheapest one could
achieve. It is also to the authors knowledge the first time ever in aspiration method that
the aspired volume is the extracted data.

As the data signal-to-noise ratio is the main factor impacting any applied inverse
method when extracting the mechanical properties, the aim of this work is to assess and
compare the experimental signal-to-noise ratio in the raw volume measurements obtained
either optically or with the method proposed. Explicit results of inverse methods using
volumes as input data are not presented in this paper for concision purpose.

The effects on accuracy of various experimental parameters has been investigated
and quantified: the volume measurement has proved to present a same order or even
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better signal-to-noise ratio compared to optical measurements.

Keywords: Suction/Aspiration Method; Soft Tissues Characterization; Experimental Me-
chanics; In-Vivo Measurement; Inverse Characterization.

10.400: Mechanics of the Soft Tissues

1. Introduction

Understanding and measuring human organs mechanical properties impacts medical

practices 1. In particular, such mechanical properties provide insights for clinical

diagnosis 2,3, surgical training (simulators) 4, tissue replacement engineering 5, and

trauma research 6. Since mechanical behavior of living tissues varies between in-

vivo and ex-vivo conditions 7, measuring these properties in-vivo and in-situ is

important.

In order to perform intra-operative measurements on humans, the procedure

must be non-traumatic and operated under sterile conditions. The proposed proce-

dure must also comply with space and time limitations in the operating room. These

constraints motivated researchers to design devices with small sizes, low weights and

avoiding if possible any electronic parts, so as to be able to withstand severe steril-

ization processes.

To in-vivo and in-situ measure the sought mechanical properties, various meth-

ods have been proposed in the literature such as indentation 8,9,10, grasping 11,

torsion 12, and aspiration 13,14. Among these methods, aspiration/suction is the

most widely used technique due to its simplicity and robustness. Several commer-

cial devices are designed for dermatology market (Cutometer from Courage and

Khazaka, Germany, or Dermaflex from Cortex Technology, Denmark). In particu-

lar, aspiration method limits relative displacement of the tissues in relation with

the device and offers a good control of the applied boundary conditions.

The principle of the aspiration method consists in putting a chamber with a hole

in contact with the tissue and in setting a negative pressure inside the chamber.

The tissue is thus aspirated inside the chamber through the hole while aspiration

pressure is measured during the test (Fig. 1). Authors usually propose to measure

the aspired height using different methods such as ultrasound 13,15, mechanical

stops 16 or cameras, associated to mirrors or prisms 17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25. Yet, as

ultrasound methods are expensive and add additional experimental constraints,

optical methods are usually preferred in practical cases to provide pressure versus

apex height characteristic curves.

In optical methods, the process is observed by a camera, either directly (Fig. 1)

or using a mirror or prism (Fig. 2a) : apex height of the aspired tissue inside the

chamber is measured using recorded images. Diagram of pressure versus apex height

of the aspired tissue can thus be plotted. Material properties of the tissue are then

identified with these experimental data using inverse methods such as updated FE

method 18 or gap method 26. For example, such aspiration devices have been used
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to estimate the mechanical properties of cervix 16, facial tissues 18,25, brain 21 or

liver 24,7.

These examples of optical aspiration methods yet underline limitations:

(1) As a camera can not go through severe sterilization processes, its contact with

tissues must be prevented, which constrained authors to propose complex de-

signs, usually using mirrors or prisms 18,25,17,19,20,21,22,23,24.

(2) The use of cameras and mirrors requires accurate relative positioning, which

lead to design systems that are large and rigid 17,22. These constraints prevents

wide and easy use of these systems during surgery.

A typical example of design evolution is presented by Schiavone et al. 20, where

a light pipette and an external camera have been first used. This system was able to

meet the required severe sterilization and handling issues imposed during surgery.

Yet, using an external camera induced measurements errors due to misalignment.

The authors thus designed a two part Light Aspiration device for in-vivo Soft TIs-

sue Characterization (LASTIC) 23,22 (Fig. 2a). The obtained device head was a

3cm × 3cm metallic cylinder divided in two compartments with circular aspiration

aperture (diameter of 12mm). The sterilizable lower compartment was a cylindrical

chamber made airtight by a glass window in which a negative pressure was applied.

A miniature digital camera was fixed inside an upper chamber (not sterilizable) and

placed relative to the mirror so as to avoid misalignment errors.

This final LASTIC head has yet not been used in intra-operative situations due

to its still relative complexity, large weight and large size compared to its aspiration

aperture.

Fig. 1. General scheme of the aspiration method.
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In this paper, the idea is to replace the apex height optical measurement by

the measurement of the aspirated tissue volume. Such a change in the method

enables to remove camera, mirror and all electronics from the system head that

is basically reduced to a simple aperture and is thus able to meet the required

severe sterilizations (Fig 2b). The proposed system is thus the simplest, lightest

and cheapest one could achieve. According to the authors, thus simplifying the

system will enable a generalized use of the device.

Switching the input data from apex height to volume measurement will only

slightly change the inverse method process: both apex height and aspirated tissue

volume are directly related to the aspirated tissue surface shape. The mechani-

cal properties thus identified with either input data rely on the same hypothe-

ses (boundary conditions, material thickness and anisotropy, mechanical properties

gradients due to different layers, etc.) and will provide similar results. As these

inverse method results have already been published and validated in the litera-

ture 17,16,18,25,24,21,7, such inverse identification issues are considered as beyond the

scope of this paper.

Eventually, only differences in the input data signal-to-noise ratio can signif-

icantly impact the inverse analyzes. The main question to deal with is then to

assess if the experimental volume measurements signal-to-noise ratio obtained op-

tically or with the proposed method are comparable: is there a loss of measurement

precision while changing of measurement mean? This question will be answered ex-

perimentally by comparing volume measurements obtained either optically or with

the proposed method.

The measurement method based on aspirated volume is first thoroughly pre-

sented (section 2). This method is then compared with a specifically designed refer-

ence method and then with more classical optical measurements (sections 3 and 4).

The results obtained with each setup are then analyzed with a particular attention

to reproducibility, error, measurement standard deviation (section 5), and impact of

Fig. 2. a) Design of LASTIC head and its components 23, b) Proposed simplified design.
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different setup experimental parameters (section 6). Finally, some recommendations

are provided to help users to obtain the same results quality (section 7).

2. Rate-based volume measurement method

During in-situ and in-vivo tests, the proposed new system is simply composed of a

syringe pump, a manometer and an aspiration chamber (Fig. 3).

The volume removed by the syringe pump V total and the associated pressure P

are measured during the test. Yet, the volume removed by the syringe pump V total

is obviously different from the tissue volume Vsample: this difference is mainly due

to volume changes in the system because of the applied pressure; the system vol-

ume Vsystem is compressible due to air expansion and elasticity of the components

(connections, tubes, syringe, etc.). The total removed volume V total can therefore

be seen as the sum of the aspired tissue volume V RB
sample and the volume changes

due to system compressibility Vsystem:

V total(P ) = V RB
sample(P ) + Vsystem(P ) (1)

The system volume function Vsystem(P ) is experimentally assessed during a

second step by testing an undeformable material, referred to as rigid test: in this

experimental configuration the aspired tissue volume V RB
sample remains zero and the

system volume compressibility Vsystem can be directly measured using Eq. 1:

Vsystem(P ) = V total
rigid (P ) (2)

Combining the system volume Vsystem (Eq. 2) and Eq. 1, the aspired tissue

volume V RB
sample can thus naturally be estimated by:

V RB
sample(P ) = V total(P ) − Vsystem(P ) (3)

Fig. 3. Measurement principle of the proposed rate-based volume measurement method.
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When applying the rate-based volume measurement method V RB
sample during in-

vivo experiments, the total volume V total will be measured first, using a sterilized

aspiration head. The rigid test will be performed afterward, when sterilized condi-

tions are no longer required. During this test, a clamp system can be used to avoid

leakage between the aspiration head and the undeformable material. Performing

this additional rigid test adds less than 5 minutes to the overall procedure.

3. Performance assessment test-bench

As the aim of this work is to compare optical and rate-based volume measurement

signal-to-noise ratio, all results should be compared with a reference obtained in

identical conditions. Three different methods and associated volume measurements

will thus be performed on the same material:

(1) the proposed rate-based volume measurement method V RB
sample (section 2),

(2) a reference method V reference
sample (section 3.2),

(3) and a camera based method V camera
sample (section 3.3).

Fig. 4. Performance assessment configuration: simultaneous measurement of the aspirated tissue

volume using the 3 methods: the reference method V reference
sample , the rate-based method V RB

sample

and the camera method V camera
sample .
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In this work, it has been chosen to perform these three measurements simultaneously

on the same tested material. As no inverse characterization will be performed here,

the tested material is not required to be known or to mimic accurately the tissue

mechanical behavior, but only to provide a sufficient shape variation (flat to a half

sphere in this case) for a pressure range of the order of magnitude observed during

actual tissue mechanical characterization: the tests have been performed in a range

of 0 to 50 mbars, which is approximately the range obtained while characterizing

in-vivo lower lip tissues 18.

In the performance assessment configuration, the tissue has thus been replaced

with a soft thin membrane cut from a latex glove (Fig. 4). This membrane has

been glued to a system providing the reference volume V reference
sample (section 3.2). A

camera has been used to take pictures of the aspired membrane during the tests

and to deduce the aspired volume V camera
sample (section 3.3).

The provided results will thus provide the signal-to-noise ratio of the rate-based

volume measurement method V RB
sample and classic optical method V camera

sample by using

the reference volume V reference
sample .

3.1. Rate-based volume measurement method

The method previously presented is directly applied (section 2). In particular, the

rigid test in this test configuration is performed by closing the valve in the setup

(Fig. 4), so that the contribution of the aspirated tissue volume is zero during the

rigid test.

3.2. Reference volume measurement

A reference volume measurement device has been developed to estimate measure-

ment errors (Fig. 4). Such a device obviously will not be used in practical cases.

This device, glued to a membrane, simply consists in a thin tube filled with water

where an air bubble has been inserted (Fig. 5). Any movement of the membrane will

induce movements of both the water and the bubble. Knowing the tube section S

and the bubble displacement ∆L straightforwardly provides the ”tissue” aspirated

volume V reference
sample :

V reference
sample = S∆L (4)

The bubble movements ∆L have been tracked on pictures synchronized with the

pressure measurement. A dark background and proper lighting have been used to

help automated bubble position tracking.

3.3. Camera volume measurement method

The proposed rate-based method V RB
sample should be compared to an optical based

method V camera
sample even if the measurements using camera will not be necessary to
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Fig. 5. Air bubble inside the spiral tube a) before and b) after the aspiration process.

apply the proposed method. For this, a camera has been used to take pictures of the

aspired membrane shape h(r) during the test (Fig. 6). Computing the associated

volume can be easily performed by:

V camera
sample = π

∫ R

−R

rh(r)dr (5)

where r is the radius of any point M of the aspirated surface, dr is an elementary

radius, h is the membrane height above point M, and R is the aperture internal

radius (Fig. 6c).

A dark background and proper lighting have been used to help automated mem-

brane shape h(r) recognition. According to Fig. 6b, some irregularities are visible

in the lower part of the initial picture, which are due to the glue between the mem-

brane and the aspiration chamber. The erroneous additional volume induced by

these extra white parts is simply removed by subtracting the estimated volume of

the initial picture from all other volumes during the aspiration.

4. Preliminary results and parameters definition

4.1. Preliminary results

An example of typical results obtained simultaneously by the three methods is

presented as pressure P versus volume curves (Fig. 7).

Curves 1 to 3 are obtained using the rate-based volume measurement
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P=-43 mbar

P=0 mbar

Initial Picture

1

2

P<0

Fig. 6. a) Global view of the aspiration chamber: (1) aspiration head and (2) reference measure-
ment system and pictures used to measure the aspired volume V camera

sample b) before and c) during
aspiration.

method V RB
sample with a rate of 0.4ml/min, which proved to be small enough to

provide quasi-static mechanical behavior:

• the total volume V total(P ) obtained with the syringe pump while aspirating the

membrane is presented as Curve 2 (Eq. 1)

• the measurement obtained during rigid test V total
rigid (P ), valve closed, is presented

as Curve 1 (Eq. 2). This volume variation is mainly due to the volume variation

of air but also to the polyurethane tubes connecting the aspiration head, syringe

pump and manometer. Special attention has been made to prevent any possible

leakage in the connection zones.

• the sought volume V RB
sample (Curve 3) is the result of the difference of the two

previous curves (Eq. 3).

Curves 4 and 5 are obtained using the reference V reference
sample and camera based meth-

ods V camera
sample , respectively (Eq. 4 and 5, respectively). It should be specified here

that the reference measurement system has been built using a tube of internal diam-

eter of 0.9mm to increase the bubble movement sensitivity. The bubble position has

been estimated with a precision of about ±1mm; the reference volume V reference
sample

variations are thus measured with an accuracy of about ±0.64µl.

These preliminary tests underline that all three pressure P versus volume curves

(V RB
sample, V

reference
sample , V camera

sample ) are very similar, validating thus the three proposed

methods. The signal-to-noise ratio of each method needs now to be estimated, which

will be presented in section 6.
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Fig. 7. Pressure versus volume for each experiment.

4.2. Parameter definition and experimental design

The signal-to-noise ratio of the rate-based volume method depends on the inner

aspiration Aperture Diameter (AD) and the Syringe Diameter (SD) associated to

the syringe pump (Fig. 3). Tests have thus been performed for two different inner

Aperture Diameters (AD) and three different Syringe Diameters (SD). Therefore,

6 groups of tests have been conducted. Syringe and aperture inner diameters for

the 6 test groups have been summarized in table 1. As the camera volume mea-

surements V camera
sample depends only on the chosen Aperture Diameters (AD), only two

measurement sets are required to perform the signal-to-noise ratio study on the

camera volume measurements.

Test

groups

AD

(mm)

SD

(mm)

Performed volume measurement method

V reference
sample V RB

sample V camera
sample

VT-1 21.0 21.0 X X X
VT-2 21.0 12.9 X X no data

VT-3 21.0 4.6 X X no data

VT-4 12.9 21.0 X X X
VT-5 12.9 12.9 X X no data

VT-6 12.9 4.6 X X no data
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5. Error measurement tests

In order to estimate the error of the method, the 6 test groups (table 1) have

been repeated 9 times. Diagrams of pressure P versus measured aspired volume

using rate-based V RB
sample, reference V reference

sample and camera V camera
sample methods for

the 9 repetitions of test group VT-1 are presented in Fig. 8 as an example of raw

data. The results show mechanical behavior differences for these successive tests,

but, for each particular test, the three methods provide very similar results. This

underlines that the rate-based method is able to monitor the lack of the chosen

latex membrane mechanical reproducibility (attributed here to the complex local

loading history and latex non linear behavior): the measurement error is lower than

the mechanical behavior variations between tests.

Fig. 8. Comparison of 9 diagrams of pressure P versus measured aspired volume using rate-

based V RB
sample, reference V reference

sample and camera V camera
sample methods for the test group VT-1.

The errors of the rate-based volume measurement V RB
sample and of the cam-

era V camera
sample methods have been computed using the reference volume V reference

sample .

Such errors are thus defined as:

ErrorRB(P ) = V RB
sample(P ) − V reference

sample (P ) (6)

Errorcamera(P ) = V camera
sample (P ) − V reference

sample (P ) (7)

For example, the experimental results of Eq. 6 (ErrorRB) for test group VT-1

are presented versus pressure P in Fig. 9. In addition, the associated STandard

Deviations (STD) and average of volume measurements errors ErrorRB have been
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reported as three thick black lines (average and average±2STD, Fig. 9). The two

curves average±2STD will be referred to as envelope curves in the following.

The same results have been obtained on each test group (table 1) but are not

presented here for concision sake.

Fig. 9. Comparison of 9 diagrams of rate-based errors ErrorRB , their average and STD for test
group VT-1.

6. Results and discussion

In this section the two volume measurement errors ErrorRB and Errorcamera have

been analyzed and compared: averages and standard deviations of the errors have

been represented for all the test groups (table 1) in two different categories:

(1) Tests with the same aspiration Aperture Diameter (AD, Section 6.1).

(2) Tests with the same Syringe Diameter (SD, Section 6.2).

6.1. Tests with the same aspiration Aperture Diameter (AD)

Rate-based results

The rate-based volume error ErrorRB for each test group with the same aper-

ture diameter has been presented using only their envelope curves in Figs. 10a

(AD=21mm) and 10b (AD=12.9mm). Theses results underline:

• The average rate-based errors ErrorRB are oscillating around zero (no mea-

surement bias) for both aspiration Aperture Diameters AD.

• The standard deviation of measurements errors can be reduced by choosing a

smaller Syringe Diameter SD.
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It could also be underlined here that decreasing the Syringe Diameter SD diminishes

the maximal aspirated volume V total out of the system (Fig. 3) and consequently

reduces the maximal pressure range.

a) AD=21 mm

b) AD=12.9 mm

IP=18.25 mbar

IP=18.25 mbar

Fig. 10. Envelope curves of volume measurement errors (ErrorRB and Errorcamera) versus
pressure P for the tests with different Syringe Diameters SD and aspiration Aperture Diameters
AD = a) 21mm and b) 12.9mm.

Optical results

The envelope curves of the optical volume errors Errorcamera are presented for

each of the aspiration Aperture Diameter AD= 21 and 12.9mm (hatched areas in
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Figs. 10a and b, respectively).

• The standard deviation of camera measurements errors increases with the pres-

sure level and is of the same order of magnitude as the rate-based volume

error ErrorRB .

It yet should be underlined here that by properly choosing the Syringe Diameter SD,

the rate-based method can provide more accurate results than the optical method.

This observation will encourage the use of the rate-based method rather than the

optical method thanks to its simplicity and accuracy.

Results comparison

To compare the methods accuracy more fairly, the results have been evaluated at

a the pressure (IP) of 18.25mbar (red vertical dashed line, Figs. 10a and b), which

is the maximal pressure for which data is available for all the different tests. The

extracted standard deviations at IP are presented as functions of the Syringe Diam-

eter SD (Fig. 11). As previously mentioned, it can be underlined that: decreasing

the Syringe Diameter SD reduces the error standard deviation. In particular, the

Syringe Diameter SD can be chosen so as to obtain smaller errors than with the

optical method. This conclusion is independent of the chosen aspiration aperture

diameter or chosen pressure IP.
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Fig. 11. STD of volume measurement errors (ErrorRB and Errorcamera) versus SD for the tests
with various AD at Iso Pressure (IP).
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a) SD=21 mm

b) SD=12.9 mm

c) SD=4.6 mm

Fig. 12. Rate-based error ErrorRB (average and average±2×STD) versus pressure P for AD =
12.9 and 21mm with SD = a) 21mm, b) 12.9mm and c) 4.6mm.

6.2. Tests with the same Syringe Diameter (SD)

It has been underlined previously that the rate-based measurement errors mainly

depend on the Syringe Diameter SD. To emphasis the impact of the aspiration

Aperture Diameter AD on the errors, the results have also been studied for similar

syringe diameters (Figs. 12a to c). In each graph, the observed error curves are

of the same order of magnitude whatever the Aperture Diameter AD value is. The
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aspiration Aperture Diameter AD has thus almost no impact on the error of the rate-

based volume measurement method ErrorRB . The aspiration aperture diameter can

thus be chosen by taking into account only criteria as space constraints or required

depth analyze.

7. User recommendations

To apply the rate-based volume measurement method V RB
sample, a user should take

into account the following considerations:

• Pay a special attention to prevent any leakage in both main and rigid tests.

Before any test, applying an initial small negative pressure (in range of 1mbar)

and checking the pressure stability would be advisable. This initial pressure

should be very small compared to the measurements pressure range. Special

fixture apparatus should be design to perform the rigid test, using, for example,

a caoutchouc surface clamped on the aspiration aperture.

• To avoid potential effects of the temperature on the error, the main and rigid

tests should be performed in the same environment and within a short interval.

• If sterilized conditions are required during the actual test, the rigid body test

should be performed after the main test to avoid any possible system contami-

nation.

• Too high volume rate applied by the syringe pump can be a source of error due to

viscoelastic behavior of either tissue or system: low enough volume rate should

thus be used. Such a volume rate can be partially estimated during rigid tests

performed before sterilization and by insuring that the volume rate has no effect

on the obtained function V total
rigid (P ). In this work, a volume rate of 0.4 ml/min

has been selected. The same method can be applied while testing the material

with equal or lower volume rate to ensure its behavior is rate independent.

The presented methods and systems could also be used to estimate viscoelastic

properties of materials, but this aspect is beyond the scope of this work.

8. Conclusions

An original method based on volume measurement has been developed and validated

to perform aspiration tests on living soft tissues. Unlike previous aspiration devices,

this method does not require the presence of camera, mirror, or any electronic part.

It thus enable designing simpler, lighter, smaller and easily sterilizable systems

compared to the previous proposed systems.

In particular, the proposed method requires two measurement steps: (1) measur-

ing the system+tissue behavior and (2) measuring only the system behavior during

a secondary test referred to as rigid test.

A performance assessment test-bench has been proposed to estimate the ex-

perimental bias and errors of the method. Classic optical method has also been
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implemented so as to compare each method strengths and weaknesses.

As a conclusion, the volume rate-based method proved to have similar or lower

measurement error than the classic optical method provided that the syringe di-

ameter used in the syringe pump is properly chosen and that no leakage occurs

during the tests. Eventually, it has been experimentally proven that the aspiration

aperture diameter has a negligible impact on the measurements error.

User recommendations have also been provided to guide any user that would be

prone to use such a method.
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